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Commentary/Oaksford & Chater: Précis of Bayesian Rationality
such an opinion. However, when one is considering the psychology of human reasoning, it is irrelevant whether one can label 5%
or 95% of the participants as “rational” because their behavior
corresponds to some norm. Whether 5% or 95% of participants’
responses can be labeled “correct” is irrelevant to the task of
describing and explaining what they are actually doing. The cognitive psychologist’s task is first and foremost that of developing
descriptively adequate processing models that allow us to understand how people reason. All performance has to be accounted
for, whether logically correct or incorrect.
O&C give body to their “is-ought” ideology, by adopting
Anderson’s (1990) rational analysis approach. However, it is a
mistake to think that the “the essence of rational analysis [Anderson 1990] is to view cognitive processes as approximating some
normatively justified standard of correct performance” (Oaksford
& Chater 1998, p.18). As O&C stated more correctly elsewhere:
“Anderson [1990] argues that we must distinguish normative
from adaptive rationality” (Oaksford & Chater 1998, p. 174; see
also, Chater et al. 2003). Indeed, “rationality is being used in
two senses and that rationality in the adaptive sense, which is
used here, is not rationality in the normative sense that is used
in the studies of decision making and social judgement” (Anderson 1990, p. 31). There is no unconditional “should”: there are no
absolute normative standards of correct performance. This goes
against the very notion of adaptive rationality, which is relative
and “defined with respect to a specific environment” (Anderson
1990, p. 35).
O&C have fallen into the same conceptual trap many “mental
logicians” fell into: a conceptual mistake – called “reasoning
imperialism” by Rips (2002) – for which O&C, with much
merit to their work, criticized such logicians. Bayesian Rationality provides prominent and valuable contributions to the literature that echoes Anderson’s (1990) idea that deductively
irrational behavior might not be adaptively irrational. That is,
the book successfully questions the normative status of logic
within the rational analysis approach of Anderson (1990).
However, instead of adopting and following the notion of adaptive rationality to its full extent, by questioning the feasibility of
a single theory (whether probabilistic or logical) to have absolute
normative status, they simply replace one normative theory with
another. Adaptation is defined with respect to a specific environment and a true rational analysis accordingly takes account of this
environment. It does not concern itself with absolute normative
issues, because this denies the environmental relativity of adaptively rational behavior.

“Nonmonotonic” does not mean
“probabilistic”

a probabilistic approach to cognition is the pervasiveness of nonmonotonicity in reasoning: almost any conclusion can be overturned, if additional information is acquired. They claim that
nonmonotonic inferences fall outside the scope of logical
methods, and that probability theory must be preferred.
This judgment of the authors does not reflect the present state
of play (see, e.g., Antoniou 1997, especially Part V). There are
several good logical formalisms for nonmonotonic reasoning in
existence, some of which even have a computational complexity
that is vastly less than that of classical logic. More importantly,
even in those cases where probabilistic modeling is in principle
useful, one sometimes needs to supplement the model with a
nonmonotonic logic to account for all the data. We illustrate
this here by using an example from Chapter 5 of BR, not mentioned in the present Précis, but relevant throughout: the suppression task (Byrne 1989). When subjects are presented with
the modus ponens material “If she has an essay she studies late
in the library. She has an essay,” they almost universally draw
the conclusion: “She studies late in the library.” When instead
they are presented with the same two premises plus the
premise: “If the library is open she studies late in the library,”
about half of them withdraw the inference. Logically speaking,
we here have an instance of nonmonotonicity: addition of a
premise leads to withdrawal of the original conclusion.
O&C argue that their probabilistic model – which represents
the conditional “if p, then q” as a conditional probability
P(qjp) – can account for suppression effects. To explain the
model and our criticism, we must first state the main Bayesian
mechanism for updating probabilities, “Bayesian conditionalization”: (BaCo). The absolute subjective probability of event D
given that evidence E has been observed is equal to the conditional probability P(DjE). Here E should encompass available
evidence. In this context it is important to note that Bayesian conditionalization is a nonmonotonic principle: An extension of the
evidence p may invalidate a previous posterior probability for q
derived by (BaCo) applied to P(qjp).
Informally, the O&C model works likes this: One is given the
conditional probability P(qjp) with value, say, 1 – e for some positive but small e. If few exceptions are salient, e is small, and, given
p, (BaCo) yields that q can be concluded with high probability
(namely, 1 – e). The second conditional highlights a possible
exception (the library being closed), which leads to an increase
in e, and hence to a decrease in the a posteriori probability of
q. But appealing though this picture is, it is not Bayesian (Stenning & van Lambalgen 2008b). Consider two putative Bayesian
processes that can change the value of P(qjp) when new possible
exceptions – say, not-r with probability 1 – P(r) – become
salient.
(1) The probability space is enlarged from f p, qg to fp, q, rg
(where r stands for, say, “the library is open”), and this leads to
a new representation of P(qjp). One may write
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Abstract: Oaksford & Chater (O&C) advocate Bayesian probability as a
way to deal formally with the pervasive nonmonotonicity of common
sense reasoning. We show that some forms of nonmonotonicity cannot
be treated by Bayesian methods.

One argument that Oaksford & Chater (O&C) proffer in Bayesian Rationality (Oaksford & Chater 2007, henceforth BR) for
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Figure 1.
where the last equality follows under the plausible assumption
that p and r are independent. O&C assume that the subject
assigns a lower probability to P(qjp) in the enlarged representation P(qjp & r)P(r), suggesting that this is because the subject
lowers P(r) from 1 to a value smaller than 1 when becoming
aware of possible exceptions. In probability theory, P(qjp & r)
P(r) would simply be a different representation of P(qjp), and
the values of these expressions must be the same. There are no
rationality principles governing changes in probabilities when
enlarging the probability space, or rather there is one such
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principle, that P(qjp) remains the same when computed on an
enlarged space. This is the only way in which one can guarantee
that enlargements of the probability space in the limit lead to a
coherent probability distribution – the starting point of Bayesian
rationality.
(2) An orthodox Bayesian alternative would be a construction
in which the probability spaces remain the same (namely, the
universal space based on all possible propositions), but the probability distributions change. In our toy world, the probability
space is in both cases f p, q, rg, but one could assume that the
probability distribution first assigns probability 0 to not-r, and,
upon becoming aware of the second conditional “if r then q,” a
nonzero probability. The trouble with such a suggestion is that
from a Bayesian point of view, the transition from the a priori
probability P(not-r)¼0 to the a posteriori P(not-r) . 0 is not
allowed, because this cannot be achieved via (BaCo): conditionalizing on more evidence cannot make a null probability positive.
One thus needs an additional rationality principle (beyond
[BaCo]) governing such transitions. In the absence of such a
principle, one has to assume that the probabilities of all nonsalient exceptions (such as not-r) are initially very small but
nonzero. This increases the computational complexity of probabilistic reasoning enormously: One requires massive storage
and intricate computations to maintain consistency of the probability assignment.
These considerations show that in order to account for the data
on the suppression task any probabilistic model needs to be supplemented with a theory about nonmonotonic and non-Bayesian,
but still somehow rational, changes in degrees of belief. One may
then question whether a probabilistic model is necessary at all;
Stenning and van Lambalgen (2005; 2008a) provide a model
cast entirely in terms of nonmonotonic logic.
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Abstract: Oaksford & Chater (O&C) focus on patterns of typical adult
reasoning from a probabilistic perspective. We discuss implications of
extending the probabilistic approach to lifespan development,
considering the role of working memory, strategy use, and expertise.
Explaining variations in human reasoning poses a challenge to Bayesian
rational analysis, as it requires integrating knowledge about cognitive
processes.

Bayesian rationality highlights the remarkable successes rather
than failures of human reasoning by recasting seemingly erroneous reasoning in logical tasks using a probabilistic approach.
However, in their book Bayesian Rationality (Oaksford &
Chater 2007, henceforth BR), Oaksford & Chater (O&C) draw
a rather static picture of human reasoning by focusing on
typical patterns of responses from adults. We propose a more
dynamic perspective, which considers that reasoning systematically varies within individuals over the lifespan (Howe & Rabinowitz 1996; Markovits & Barrouillet 2002) and between
individuals with different levels of knowledge and expertise
(Ericsson et al. 2006). Although O&C acknowledge the importance of considering reasoning data on individual differences
(BR, p. 288) and on information processing capacities (p. 290),

they do not adequately account for how variation influences a
Bayesian rational analysis of reasoning. Anderson (1991a) and
others have pointed out that perhaps the major potential limitation, the “Achilles heel,” of rational analysis would be computational constraints that are too complex or arbitrary. We argue
that our understanding of the mechanisms of change in reasoning
can help us specify computational limitations for probabilistic
modeling and assess whether a single model can capture the
complexities of reasoning.
Many important aspects of cognition change over the lifespan,
and reasoning is no exception (Baltes et al. 1999). According
to Piaget, both logical reasoning and probabilistic reasoning
emerge from adolescence to young adulthood at the highest
stage of cognitive development (Piaget & Inhelder 1975).
Subsequent research, however, has qualified these findings,
showing that younger children understand aspects of such reasoning (Falk & Wilkening 1998; Galotti et al. 1997). Furthermore,
reasoning continues to develop during adulthood with performance in specific domains increasing as individuals gain reasoning
knowledge and expertise (Ericsson & Lehmann 1996; Sternberg
1999). Yet, overall across the adult lifespan, abstract reasoning
(measured by intelligence tests) declines with age (Verhaeghen
& Salthouse 1997). Thus, reasoning is a dynamic aspect of cognition that varies with age and experience and results from the interplay of biological processes (e.g., brain maturation) and
enculturation (e.g., education) (Baltes et al. 1999).
A developmental perspective may inform Bayesian rational
analysis by specifying computational limitations of the cognitive
system. An important limitation faced by the human cognitive
system is working memory capacity – a key determinant of
reasoning performance (Kyllonen & Christal 1990). Like other
cognitive capacities, working memory systematically changes
across the lifespan by steadily increasing during childhood
(Conlin et al. 2005) and declining across adulthood (Verhaeghen
& Salthouse 1997). Working memory, therefore, poses a dynamic
constraint on the rational analysis of reasoning.
Although O&C are currently silent on the role of developmental changes in working memory and reasoning, they do note that
individuals with higher working memory capacities tend to
exhibit more logical reasoning. To illustrate, in the Wason selection task, a subgroup of individuals (ca. 10%) consistently chooses
the logically correct combination of cards, indicating that
although most seem to adopt a probabilistic model, others
clearly do not. O&C suggest that this variation in behavior primarily reflects deliberative strategy use and educational (training) differences, which are “not indicative of individual
differences in the nature of the fundamental principles of
human reasoning” (BR, p. 288). This claim seems problematic
given what we know about the interplay between strategy use,
training, and basic cognitive mechanisms. Of course, cognitive
capacities can constrain the strategies that people use;
however, specific strategy use and training may shape the basic
cognitive mechanisms, as well. Differences in memory strategies
(e.g., rehearsal, chunking) can also alter basic mechanisms of
working memory capacity and its relationship to cognitive performance (Cokely et al. 2006). In addition, both extensive practice with specific strategies and the acquisition of knowledge
and expertise dramatically expand working memory (Ericsson
& Kintsch 1995). Indeed, as training changes deliberative strategies to automatic processes, the cortex can undergo functional
neuroanatomical reorganization (Dick et al. 2006). Thus, it is
possible that deliberative strategy use and training may influence
reasoning precisely because they alter underlying cognitive
mechanisms such as working memory. Given the complex
relationship between strategies, training, and cognitive mechanisms, it seems premature to dismiss individual differences in
strategy use as not fundamental to reasoning. A comprehensive
model of human reasoning must account for these differences.
Variation in human reasoning has proven difficult to capture
for probabilistic models (Shultz 2007), although recent research
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